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CSE 6341, Written Assignment 3 
Due Friday, October 7, 12:45 pm (8 points) 
 
This assignment contains 3 questions, for a total of 8 points. Your submissions should be 
uploaded via Carmen. Create your answers using latex, Word, or plain text. If the answers are 
too difficult to write in an editor, feel free to write then by hand on a piece of paper and then 
upload a legible scan or photo of it. 
 
You can submit up to 24 hours after the deadline; if you do so, your score will be reduced by 
10%. If you submit more than 24 hours after the deadline, the submission will not be accepted. 
 
Q1 (3 points): Consider the following context-free grammar for a Java-like language: 
<program> ::= <classList> 
<classList> ::= <classDecl> | <classDecl> ; <classList> 
<classDecl> ::= class ident { <classBody> } | class ident1 extends ident2 { <classBody> } 
<classBody> ::= … [productions not relevant for this question] 
 
The program contains a sequence of class declarations. Each declaration contains the keyword 
class, followed by the name of the class. A class could optionally have a superclass: for example, 
declaration class Y extends X { … } shows that class X is a superclass of class Y.  
 
Define an attribute grammar to check the following condition: whenever a class declaration 
contains some class Z as a superclass, that class Z must be declared earlier in the program. For 
example, the following program is valid 
   class X { … } ; class Y extends X { …} 
but this one is not 
   class Y extends X { … } ; class X { …} 
 
The grammar should accept all programs that satisfy this condition and should reject all 
programs that violate this condition. For each attribute, describe its name, type, and whether it 
is inherited or synthesized. Try to keep your solution as simple as possible.  
 
 
Q2 (3 points): Consider the attribute grammar for code generation discussed in class. Suppose 
we extend the language with a do-while loop, with the following syntax: 
 
<stmt> ::= do <stmt>2 while ( <cond> ) 
 
Show the attribute grammar evaluation rules for generating assembly code for do-while loops. 
Use notation similar to what was used in the lecture notes.  
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Illustrate your solution by showing the complete generated code for the following program: 
 
x:=0; do { x:=x+1; } while (x<5) 
 
Use the code generation rules from the lecture notes together with your new rule. Since 
we have not defined code generation rules for conditional expressions such as x<5, just use 
... in your solution to denote the assembly code for computing the value of x<5. 
 
 
Q3 (2 points): Consider the operational semantics defined in class. Show the derivation tree for 
the following triple: <x*y+z*2, σ>  88 where σ = [x↦6, y↦10, z↦14] 


